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57Fe Mössbauer studies of Dy0.8R0.28 Ni2B2C sR8=Y, Lud and Dy0.92La0.08Ni2B2C doped with 1 at. %57Fe
exhibit the appearance of a magnetic hyperfine fieldBhf at the57FesNid site below the antiferromagneticsAFd
ordering temperatureTN,10 K. Such a hyperfine field does not exist in pure AF DyNi2B2C. This hyperfine
field can explain the reduction in the superconducting transition temperature for Dy0.8Y0.2Ni2B2C, however, it
is too small to explain the complete breakdown of superconductivity in the case of La and Lu doping,
respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Coexistence of superconductivity and commensurate anti-
ferromagneticsAFd order is observed in the rare earthsRd
nickel borocarbidesRNi2B2C sR=Dy and Hod. The super-
conducting transition temperatureTc of DyNi2B2C rapidly
decreases if Dy is substituted by non-magnetic LusTc
,2 K for a Lu concentrationx=0.15d as has been found by
Cho et al.1 The authors of this paper claim that this is an
indication of complete breakdown of de Gennes scaling,
without giving a really satisfying explanation for the reduc-
tion of Tc. The work of Morozov,2–4 however, in principle
can explain this reduction: according to this work the effect
of nonmagnetic impurities in antiferromagnetic supercon-
ductors in the region of coexistence of superconductivity and
antiferromagnetism is analogous to the pair-breaking effect
of paramagnetic impurities in ordinary superconductors. The
reentrant behavior of HoNi2B2C in the temperature region
5,T,6 K, where this compound shows incommensurate
magnetic order, can be explained in a similar way.3,4

We have shown in previous papers5–7 that a pair-breaking
field at the Ni site can be observed by57Fe Mössbauer spec-
troscopy for57Fe dopednon-superconductingRNi2B2C sR
=Tb, Gdd and for HoNi2B2C in the reentrance region. Such a
pair-breaking field at the Ni site seems to exist only forR
magnetic moment configurations which differ from the com-
mensurate AF ordersthe latter one showsno pair-breaking
fieldd. This fact can be explained in a rather simple way: the
observed magnetic hyperfineshfd field Bhf at the Ni site in
RNi2B2C is a transferred or dipolar field only, i.e., it results
from the magnetic momentsmj of the j neighboring R at-
oms:Bhf~o jmj. This sum is zero for commensurate AF only.
Therefore, one should expect that such a pair-breaking field
also should be observable in magnetically diluted AF super-
conductors. It is for that reason that we have studied57Fe
doped s1 at. %d, magnetically diluted DyNi2B2C, i.e.,

Dy0.8R0.28 Ni2B2C sR8=Y, Lud and Dy0.92La0.08Ni2B2C, by
57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy.

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION

Polycrystalline samples of nominal formula
sDy0.8R0.28 dNi2B2C sR8=Y, La, Lud doped with 1 at % of57Fe
where prepared by argon arc melting of stoichiometric
amounts of high-purity elements and heat treated in the stan-
dard method.8 Powder x-ray diffraction measurements at
room temperature, using CuKa radiation Rigaku diffracto-
meter, and a subsequent Rietveld refinement analysis were
made for structural characterization. Temperature dependent
57Fe Mössbauer effectsMEd measurements were performed
in transmission geometry using a variable temperature He
cryostat. The57Co:Rh ME source always was kept at the
same temperature as the sample.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows as an example the x-ray diffraction pattern
of the Dy0.8Lu0.2Ni2B2C sample. The Rietveld analysis of the
diffraction patterns forsDy0.8R0.28 dNi2B2C sR8=Y and Lud
compounds essentially shows nearly single phases, with
good crystallinity, corresponding to the expected LuNi2B2C
type of structure. Very small extra peaks corresponding to an
impurity phases,5%d have been observed for some of the
compounds.

On the other hand, considering the miscibility gap ob-
served in other La dilutedRNi2B2C systemssRefs. 9–11d,
the synthesization of Dy1−xLaxNi2B2C would be very diffi-
cult. Therefore, as expected, the presence of a minor second
sLa-richd phases,25%d of LuNi2B2C type was observed in
the Dy1−xLaxNi2B2C compound and included in the x-ray
analysis to obtain a good refinement. In spite the mismatch
between nominal and real concentration of La found for this
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compoundsx=0.08d, it is still useful for our purpose and, as
we will see forward, the results obtained from it will not alter
the conclusions which are obtained in this work. Actually, we
only need a Dy1−xLaxNi2B2C sample with a given La con-
centration small enough to prevent superconductivity. In fact,
our sample fulfills that requirement since because the pres-
ence of just only 1%sx=0.01d of La is enough to completely
destroy superconductivity.9,12

Mössbauer spectra at room temperature of the samples
Dy0.8R0.28 Ni2B2C sR8=Y, Lud and Dy0.92La0.08Ni2B2C are
shown in Fig. 2. The spectra show as a main component a
quadrupole doublet attributed to Fe at the Ni site in the
RNi2B2C phase. An additionally small doublets,15% of the
absorption aread is also observed and attributed to an impu-
rity phase sprobably RNiBC for R8=Y, Lu and a minor
LuNi2B2C phase forR8=Lad. The linewidth of the La doped
sample is slightly larger than that of the other samples prob-
ably due to the fact the large La atoms produce larger distor-
tions of the latticessee next sectiond.

Low temperature Mössbauer spectra of the
Dy0.8Lu0.2Ni2B2C compound are shown in Fig. 3. As the
temperature is lowered below 10 K a slight but perceptible
broadening occurs. The fitting procedure and analysis of
these spectra will be discussed in Sec. IV.

IV. DISCUSSION

Doping antiferromagnetically ordered DyNi2B2C with a
nonmagneticR8 atom essentially has four different effects:
sid change ofsc8 /ad parametersc8 is the distance of the two

R-C layers between which the NiB4 tetrahedra are sand-
wiched anda is the lattice parameter in the basal planed
which is a measure for the distortion of the NiB4 tetrahedra,
sii d appearance of lattice distortions due to the fact that the
R8 and Dy atom have different atomic radii,siii d creation
of a pair-breaking field due to magnetic dilution, andsivd
pair-breaking effect of nonmagnetic impurities analogous
to that of paramagnetic impurities in nonmagnetic
superconductors.2–4 All these effects will influenceTc in dif-
ferent ways: effectsid will increase or decreaseTc depending
whether thesc8 /ad parameter is increasing or decreasing
relative to that of DyNi2B2C; effect sii d may reduceTc in
connection with effectsivd since distortions innon-magnetic
superconductors have only very small effects onTc sRef. 13d;
effectssiii d andsivd always will lowerTc. Information on the
structural effectssid and sii d are obtained from XRD x-ray
diffraction data and57Fe ME spectra taken atT.TN, while
information on effectsiii d is obtained from57Fe ME spectra
taken belowTN. In the following we first will discuss the
information obtained on the structural effectssid andsii d and
then go to the magnetic effectssiii d and sivd, especially the
observation of a pair-breaking field.

FIG. 1. Room temperature x-ray diffraction pattern of the
Dy0.8Lu0.2Ni2B2C sample. The structural and conventional Rietveld
parameters are shown in Table I.

TABLE I. La concentration, lattice parameters, and conventional RietveldRp, Rwp, Rexp s%d and good-
ness of fit as obtained from the analysis of room temperature x-ray diffractograms of Dy1−xRx8Ni2B2C s R8
=Y, La, Lu d.

R8 x a c Rp Rwp Rexp Goodness of fit

Y 0.2 3.530s2d 10.500s3d 2.47 4.22 3.08 1.87

Laa 0.08 3.546s4d 10.449s4d 3.48 6.08 3.91 2.42

Lu 0.2 3.517s2d 10.521s3d 2.72 4.65 3.35 1.93

aThe values of the parameters correspond to the main phase.

FIG. 2. Room temperature57Fe Mössbauer spectra of
Dy0.8R0.28 Ni2B2C sR8=Y, Lud and Dy0.92La0.08Ni2B2C.
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A. Structural effects

In former publications we have shown14 that there exists a
universal linear correlation between thesc8 /ad parameter and
the observed quadrupole splittingDEQ for the RNi2B2C as
well as theRNiBC compounds. Thesc8 /ad parameters as
calculated from the XRD data and the measuredDEQ values
as obtained from the room temperature57Fe ME spectrassee
Fig. 2d have been plotted in Fig. 4 for Dy0.8R0.28 Ni2B2C
s R8=Y, Lud and Dy0.92La0.08Ni2B2C together with the cor-

responding data of the pureRNi2B2C compounds.14 It is
quite evident from Fig. 4 that the data points of the doped
compounds Dy0.8R0.28 Ni2B2C and Dy0.92La0.08Ni2B2C fit well
to this universal correlation betweensc8 /ad and DEQ found
for the pure compounds. Since thesc8 /ad— as well as
DEQ—values for Dy0.8R0.28 Ni2B2C and Dy0.92La0.08Ni2B2C
are averaged valuesfboth sc8 /ad and DEQ will have local
variationsg it follows from the earlier finding that the57Fe
atoms are homogeneously distributed in the doped com-
pounds. Thesc8 /ad value for the La doped sample is larger
and for the Lu doped sample is smaller than that of the com-
pound. Just taking the correlation betweensc8 /ad and Tc

found for the nonmagnetic or antiferromagnetically ordered
RNi2B2C compounds,15 one could conclude thatTc should be
decreased in the case of La doping and increased for Lu
doping, providing that there are no other effects onTc. How-
ever, since this is in clear contradiction to the experimental
finding of a reducedTc in both cases, one has to conclude
that the other effects are dominant.

The amount of local lattice distortions can be estimated
from the observed linewidths of the ME quadrupole dou-
blets. Variations in the local structure around57Fe will lead to
a variation inDEQ and thus to an increase in the ME line
width. In Table II the differencesDr in the atomic radii to-
gether with the observed57Fe ME line widths atT=10 K are
given for all doped compounds studied. La having the largest
deviation in size with respect to Dy is causing a broader ME
line width in Dy0.92La0.08Ni2B2C compared to that found in
Dy0.8Lu0.2Ni2B2C or in Dy0.8Y0.2Ni2B2C where Dy and Y
have very similar size. The lattice distortions, therefore, are
the largest for the La doped samples while they are almost
negligible for Y doping. We will come back to this point
when we discuss the magnetic effects onTc.

Neutron diffraction studies16 have shown a slight thermal
contraction in RNi2B2C compounds as temperature de-
creases: the lattice contracts down to,50 K and for lower
temperatures, where superconductivity appears, it remains al-
most constant.16 The DEQ values for all the samples studied
here increase slightly with increasing temperature as ex-
pected from the point charge model forDEQ. For the analysis
of the low temperature Mossbauer spectra we fixed theDEQ
value to that found at 10 K and allowed the other parameters
freely vary ssee next chapterd.

B. Magnetic effects

The 57Fe ME spectra taken at temperatures belowTN
<10 K show some small deviations compared to those for
T.TN se.g., Fig. 3d, indicating the presence of a small mag-

FIG. 3. 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of Dy0.8Lu0.2Ni2B2C for 1.5 K
øTø10 K.

FIG. 4. Room temperature quadrupole splittinguDEQu as a func-
tion of c8 /a parameter for Dy0.8R0.28 Ni2B2C sR8=Y, Lud and
Dy0.92La0.08Ni2B2C. The corresponding data for the pureRNi2B2C
compounds also are plottedsfrom Ref. 14d.

TABLE II. DifferencesDr =r sR8d−r sDyd of atomic radii and
the observed57Fe ME linewidths atT=10 K for Dy0.8R0.28 Ni2B2C
sR8=Y, La, Lud.

R8 Y La Lu

Dr snmd 0 10.016 20.006

Linewidth smm/sd 0.25 0.34 0.27
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netic hyperfine fieldBhf. In order to fit these spectra we had
to make the following simplification: the spectra have been
fitted with only one component, taking the full Hamiltonian
with theDEQ value as obtained forT.TN, free values forBhf
and an angleu=55° sso called magic angled betweenVzz and
Bhf. The latter takes into account that we will observe only an
average of the angles betweenBhf and Vzz for the different
configurations ofR8 around Fe. In reality the measured57Fe
ME spectra are the sum of different subspectra each of which
differs in the number ofR8 and Dy nearest neighborsnnd
atoms. Forx=0.2 and a total number of 4 nn rare earth atoms
seither R8 or Dyd there is a probability of about 40% for
having noR8 nn atom, of about 40% for having oneR8 nn
atom, and of about 15% for having twoR8 nn atomssfor La
doping fx=0.08g the probabilities are 70%, 25%, and 7%,
respectivelyd. The differences between the corresponding
subspectra, however, are too small to be resolved. Neverthe-
less, one has to keep in mind that by fitting the measured
57Fe ME spectra with one component only, the obtained
value of Bhf are values averaged over the differentR8 nn
configurations and for that reason are smaller than those one
would obtain for the configuration with one missingR8 nn
atom.

We have plotted in Fig. 5 the values ofBhf obtained from
the 57Fe ME spectra measured forTø10 K and fitted as
described earlier. A nonzeroBhf is found for T below 10 K
for all three compounds.Bhf becomes zero atT<10 K which
is the Néel temperatureTN of undopedDyNi2B2C. In the
case of Y and Lu doping it has been found thatTN is reduced
to about 8 and 6 K, respectively. SinceTN is the temperature
for long-range AF order andBhf is a measure of short-range
magnetic ordersessentially only the nn rare earth atoms con-
tribute toBhfd, we have to conclude that short-range magnetic
correlations already exist aboveTN. The extrapolated values
of Bhf s0d differ for the three compounds, being the largest
for Lu doping sabout 0.4 Td and the smallest for Y doping
sabout 0.2 Td. Since structural effects are almost negligible
for Y doped samplessYNi2B2C and DyNi2B2C have almost
identical lattice parametersd we can conclude that the ob-
servedTc reductionDTc=1 K essentially is caused by the

pair-breaking field which is of the order ofBhf<0.2 T or
may be even much smaller if one averages the transferred or
dipolar fieldBhf over the superconducting coherence volume.
This seems to be not unreasonable if one compares
DTc/Bhf<5 K/T which is of the same order of magnitude as
the measured reductionudTc/dBexu=8 K/T caused by an ex-
ternal fieldBex for DyNi2B2C sRef. 17d. Bhf s0d for the La
and Lu doped samples practically is the same and only
slightly larger than that for Y doping. The reduction ofTc, on
the other hand, is quite different for these two compounds
compared to that for Y doping: Dy0.92La0.08Ni2B2C and
Dy0.8Lu0.2Ni2B2C arenot superconducting at all. It has been
found that doping DyNi2B2C with La and Lu, respectively,
already destroys superconductivity at a La concentration of
only 1% sRefs. 9 and 12d, while Tc becoming zero for a Lu
doping of about 15%sRef. 1d. Therefore, it is quite clear that
the strongTc reduction observed in these two systems is not
caused by a pair-breaking field as it is the case for Y doping,
but is due to the other magnetic effectsivd suggested by
Morozov.2–4 In this case theTc reduction is due to dilution of
an AF superconductor with nonmagnetic atoms, which act as
pair-breaking centers in the same way as paramagnetic im-
purities act in nonmagnetic superconductors. In order to un-
derstand the experimental results we have to conclude that
thestrengthof this pair-breaking effect depends on the lattice
distortion made by this nonmagnetic impurity. Freudenberger
et al.18 and G. Fuchset al.19 who studied in detail the influ-
ence of disorder onTc in R1−xRx8Ni2B2C compounds essen-
tially come to the same conclusion. La, therefore, which
makes the largest distortionsssee earlierd will be more effec-
tive in this pair-breaking effect than Lu. For Y doping, on the
other hand, where the lattice distortions are negligible small,
the Tc reduction can just be explained by the observed pair-
breaking field, i.e., theTc reduction due to effectsivd seems
to be quite small.

V. CONCLUSION

Dilution of the AF ordered superconductor DyNi2B2C
with nonmagnetic atomsR8 sR8=Y, La, Lud causes a reduc-

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of trans-
ferred magnetic hyperfine fieldBhf at 57Fe for
Dy0.8R0.28 Ni2B2C sR8=Y, Lud and
Dy0.92La0.08Ni2B2C.
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tion of Tc which is especially pronounced in the case of La.
57Fe ME studies performed on the compounds
Dy0.8R0.28 Ni2B2C sR8=Y, Lud and Dy0.92La0.08Ni2B2C above
and belowTN<10 K give some information on the reasons
for this Tc reduction. Whereas57Fe ME studies of pure
DyNi2B2C do not show any magnetic hf fieldBhf at the
57FesNid site even belowTN sRef. 5d, such a field exists for
the magnetically diluted compounds. The magnitude ofBhf
can explain theTc reduction in the case of Y dopingsDTc

<−1 Kd if one assumes thatBhf acts as a pair-breaking field
in a similar way as an external field. The much stronger
reduction ofTc for the Lu and La doped compoundssboth

are no longer superconductorsd, on the other hand, can be
explained within the framework of Morozov3 and demanding
that this pair-breaking effect of nonmagnetic impurities is
enhanced if the impurities distort the lattice.
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